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Abstract: The paper concerns problem of selection of optimal subset of irredundant unconditional diagnostic 
tests by means of evolutionary approach. Three different variants of genetic encoding to solve this problem are 
described. Also new view on the optimal tests subset selection problem considering multi-objective variant of the 
well-known traveling salesman problem is introduced. The suggestion is made that evolutionary programming 
approach would be more appropriate then genetic algorithm because of disadvantage of crossover use for multi-
objective problems solution. 
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Introduction 

Selection of “good” irredundant unconditional diagnostic tests (IUDT) is of great importance for decision making in  
intelligent systems, since quality of obtained solutions depends significantly on properties of the used tests. 
However such a selection doesn’t necessarily lead to an optimal solution because total number of features in 
selected tests set can be too large as well as time consumption and cost. Also one should take into consideration 
damage (risk), caused in result of features measuring for the object under investigation, for example, in 
geoecological or biomedicine problems. 
This research continues our previous work on optimal subset of IUDTs selection [Yankovskaya, 2002, 
Yankovskaya, Mozheiko, 2004, Kolesnikova et al., 2005, Yankovskaya, Tsoy, 2005]. For the first time the 
optimization criteria and the problem of optimal tests subset selection has been formulated in the paper 
[Yankovskaya, 2002]. In the paper [Yankovskaya, Mozheiko, 2004] logical-combinatorial algorithm for optimal 
IUDTs subset selection was presented. In the paper [Kolesnikova et al., 2005] optimization criteria were further 
elaborated and three algorithms providing satisfaction of those criteria were proposed: logical-combinatorial with 
sequent satisfaction of the prescribed criteria, algorithm of optimal tests set selection on the base of hierarchies 
analysis method, and genetic algorithm (GA). 
For solution of the optimal IUDT subset selection problem we will use evolutionary algorithm (EA) which presents 
heuristic search concept similar to “trials-and-errors” method. In this paper we propose two new variants of 
genetic encodings for candidate-solutions and also present another view on the formulated problem introducing 
multi-objective free traveling salesman problem – MOFTSP. 
During last decade a number of models of GAs were developed, such as NSGA-II [Deb et al., 2002], PAES 
[Knowles, Corne, 2000], SPEA2 [Zitzler, Laumanns, Thiele, 2001], PPREA [Hallam, Graham, Blanchfield, 2006] 
to solve multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems. Also alternative approaches on a basis of particles swarm 
optimization [Alvarez-Benitez, Everson, Fieldsen, 2005] and differential evolution [Becerra, Coello Coello, 2006] 
were proposed. Some researches are aimed at reduction of the optimization criteria number (see for example 
[Brockhoff, Zitzler, 2006]) and this certainly appears to be promising for the optimization results, though search of 
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competent universal method of reduction of criteria number is rather challenging (if ever possible) due to great 
variety of existing MOO problems. 
One of the critical conditions for the success of EA in MOO problem is preserving as many undominated 
(incomparable) solutions within one population as possible. Such solutions correspond to different points on the 
Pareto front. To preserve population of undominated solutions an idea of grouping of individuals according to 
some similarity/difference measure emerges in various forms, for example, as niching, or as specific non-
dominated selection [Deb et al., 2002]. Considering this condition the idea of GAs use to solve MOO problems 
looks rather contradictory, from the authors point of view, since the main searching operator in GA is crossover 
and use of this operator traditionally involves risk of recombination of incompliant values of the optimization 
parameters due to crossing of different parent individuals, though the last can be situated rather close to each 
other in parameters space. 
We are planning to examine this by investigation of MOO problem solution using evolutionary programming (EP) 
algorithm, which doesn’t adopt crossing of individuals. The results of EP optimization will be compared with those 
of GA. 

Basic Notions and Definitions 

Let's introduce a number of definitions [Yankovskaya, 2002, Yankovskaya, Mozheiko, 2004, Yankovskaya, 1996] 
and notations used in this paper. 
Test is a set of features distinguishing any pair of objects belonging to different patterns.  
The test is called irredundant if after the removal of any feature the test is not a test. 
The feature is called obligatory if it is contained in all irredundant tests [Yankovskaya, 2000]. 
The feature is called pseudoobligatory if it is not obligatory and enters the set of irredundant tests used in 
decision making. 
Let },...,1,,...,1|{ mjnitij ===T  be the matrix of IUDTs and iT  corresponds to the ith IUDT (the ith row of 

matrix T ). We denote set of characteristic features as },...,1|{ mjz j ==z  and for each feature jz  we define 

its weight jw  [Yankovskaya, 1996], cost jw′  [Yankovskaya, Mozheiko, 2004] and damage jw ′′  [Yankovskaya, 

Tsoy, 2005]. 
The case of binary matrix T  is considered therefore the weight iW  of the ith IUDT is 

∑=
j

ijji twW . 

Then average test weight along all tests inside the IUDT matrix equals to: 

n

W
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Number iη  of features in each test is given by ∑=
j

iji tη  and average number of features along all tests in T  
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Setting of a Problem 

For the given tests matrix T  with defined values of features weight, cost and damage it is necessary to find such 
submatrix 0T  with 0n  rows, which corresponds to the set 0N  of tests that would provide satisfaction of the 
following criteria (in order of significance descend): 

1. 0N  should contain as many pseudo-obligatory features as possible. 

2. 0N  should contain in total as small number features as possible. 

3. 0N  should have maximum possible total weight. 

4. 0N  should have minimum possible total cost. 

5. 0N  should have minimum possible total damage. 
Statement of this problem accounting 5 optimization criteria was firstly introduced in the paper [Kolesnikova et al., 
2005]. Since solving of the problem at hand is considered with use of evolutionary algorithm, which is known to 
be a heuristic search method, then as a consequence there is no guarantee that the optimal submatrix 0T  
(subset of IUDTs) will be found. In other words obtained solution is most likely to be suboptimal. 
The problem formulated in this Section can also be considered as a modification of the well-known traveling 
salesman problem but here salesman is traveling for free and can visit only 0n  cities (not all the n  ones) and in 
each city he has definite income (from sales) and expenses (cost of staying in the city). The task is to find such a 
path which provides the largest total income and the least total expenses. We will refer to this problem 
formulation as a multi-objective free traveling salesman problem – MOFTSP. 

Genetic Encodings 

We are going to use for comparison the following encoding schemes (for example shown on fig. 1a):  
1. Candidate-solutions are encoded in binary chromosomes (strings) of length n, where each ith symbol denotes 
inclusion (“1”) (exclusion (“0”)) of the ith IUDT in (from) the resulting set of tests (fig. 1b). Note that number of units 
in the chromosome (number of IUDTs included in the resulting subset) can be unequal to 0n  therefore an 
additional constraint should be added for control of the number of units in chromosomes. 

 
Fig 1. Example of solution representation for different encoding schemes. 
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2. In case of the 2nd encoding scheme each chromosome includes 0n  integer-coded parameters where each 
parameter corresponds to the ordinal number of the IUDT in the initial matrix T  (fig. 1c). In the case of this 
encoding scheme each chromosome should contain only distinct (mutually unequal) values of parameters. From 
the MOFTSP viewpoint the salesman should not come twice (or more) to the one and the same city. 
3. The 3rd encoding scheme uses cooperative coevolution idea [Potter, De Jong, 2000]. There are several 
subpopulations. Each one deals with its range of rows (submatrix of T ) such that submatrices for different 
subpopulations do not overlap. Chromosomes for each subpopulation are considered as binary strings analogous 
to the 1st encoding scheme. The candidate-solution is constructed by concatenation of the representative 
chromosomes from different subpopulations resulting in the binary chromosome similar to the chromosome for 
the 1st encoding scheme (example for the case of  2 subpopulations where the 1st one deals with rows 1-4 and 
the 2nd  – with rows 5-7, is shown in fig 1d). 
Let’s make some comments on encodings under use. 
First of all note that in case of use of the 1st and the 3rd encoding schemes there is additional optimization 
constraint with the greatest weight. Therefore we can expect that certain number of generations in the beginning 
of the evolutionary search will be spend to find the candidate-solutions that correspond to the IUDTs subset of 
power 0n . The search of the solution satisfying to the prescribed optimization criteria can be performed only 
when this stage is over. In this connection search time for the case of the 1st and the 3rd encoding schemes is 
expected to be larger than that of for the 2nd encoding case. To overcome this deficiency of the 1st and the 3rd  
encodings an initialization of  the binary chromosomes including exactly 0n  units can be proposed. 

Use of the 2nd encoding scheme is connected with the problem mentioned above in this section. Since no IUDT 
can be included twice or more in the resulting subset, there should be a mechanism that eliminates incorrect 
candidate-solutions. Next, note that enumeration order of the numbers of tests included at the resulting subset 
doesn’t matter. In other words, permutations of parameters inside the chromosome doesn’t change the result 
(since the salesman is traveling for free). For example, solution shown in fig. 1c can also be presented as {2,6,4} 
or {6,2,4} etc. Such an uncertainity involves the probability of presenting inside the population different 
permutations of the one and the same candidate-solution and thus slows the evolutionary search. To avoid this 
we will sort parameters inside the chromosome in the increasing order. 

Objective Function 

We will calculate fitness of the individual with chromosome h  by evaluation of quality of corresponding submatrix 
)(hT  as follows [Yankovskaya, Tsoy, 2005]: 
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where )(),( ΨΨ WW SS ′  and )(ΨWS ′′  – total weight, cost and damage correspondingly along all tests of the set 

of IUDTs corresponding to matrix Ψ ; ⎟
⎠
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of units in conjunction and disjunction along all rows of binary matrix Ψ . Evolutionary search is aimed at 
minimization of f . 

In order to respect priorities of criteria mentioned above we will reduce weights of penalties with growth of penalty 
number k. Then the following penalties weights will be used: 401 =v , 302 =v , 153 =v , 104 =v , 55 =v . Note 
that penalties weights depend on the specific application. 

Conclusion 

Three variants of genetic encoding schemes to solve problem of optimal tests subset selection had been 
introduced in this paper. Also a new variant of the problem under consideration: the multi-objective free traveling 
salesman problem – MOFTSP had been introduced. It’s worth noting that the optimal tests subset selection 
problem can also be reduced to a problem of search of optimal row coverings for Boolean matrix [Yankovskaya, 
Gedike, 1999]. 
In result of critical analysis of application of GA for solution of MOO problems and suggested deficiencies 
involved by crossover operator, use of EP algorithm instead of GA is proposed. 
Future work is connected with experimental comparison of use of GA and EP with different encodings for the 
solution of the formulated problem of optimal IUDTs subset selection. 
Implemented algorithms will be used in instrumental intelligent tool IMSLOG [Yankovskaya et al., 2003] for 
regularities revealing and decision making on the basis of test pattern recognition. 
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